
GUGI AND ARNOLD - ALIENATION BY TAL HERSHKOVICH

LIVING ROOM - MORNING

Gugi Sleeps on his sofa.

A robot dressed up as a house wife approaches Gugi.

ROBOT

Beeeep

Gugi wakes up.

ROBOT

Good morning my Master, I have

served you with breakfast and

coffee.

Gugi swallows his breakfast in a bite.

He gets up, and stretches his hands. The Robot sprays a

perfume and sponges him quickly.

Gugi approaches the door, the Robot hands him his toolbox,

puts Gugi’s hat on top of his head, and opens the door for

him

GUGI

Make sure I got dinner and beer

ready at 18:00 o’clock

ROBOT

Yes, my master, at your order.

The bot bows, and Gugi goes out. The robot closes the door

after him and goes into the kitchen.

KITCHEN

The robot washes the dishes and cleans the kitchen.

Arnold enters the room, stretching and yawning.

He looks at the robot with surprise, and rubs his

eyes/glasses.

ARNOLD

What’s that? Gugi’s new toy?

He approaches the Robot and looks at the robot as it

washes the dishes

ARNOLD

Nice! finally someone else to

cleans after Gugi.

Arnold opens his laptop on the kitchen table.

The robot scrubs and clean the kitchen table, he pushes

Arnold aside. Arnold lifts his laptop
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ARNOLD

Hey, watch out!

The robot goes away.

Arnold puts his laptop back on the table, and types on it.

The robot goes back and forth with a laundry basket.

Arnold looks on the robot.

The robot goes back and forth with the vacuum cleaner.

Arnold looks on his laptop screen.

On the screen there is a todo list, mentioning cleaning

the dishes, vacuum cleaning, laundry, watering the weed

plants and shopping. Arnold erases his to do list

nervously letter after letter.

Arnold stares on the screen looking bored.

The robot in the front keeps going back and forth around

the house.

Arnold grabs a shopping bag.

ARNOLD

Well, at least now I got some

free time to do some shopping.

Arnold goes towards the door. The robot quickly

Approaches, and reach out his hands.

ROBOT

Let me do it for you, my master.

I’m already charged with shopping

credit.

Arnold hands him the bag

ARNOLD

charged with credit?! I guess

Gugi already took care of

everything with you.

The robot opens the entrance door, and shows Arnold the

way. Arnold follows out.

ROBOT

I’m here to serve you, my master

door closed

ENTERANCE DOOR, AFTERNOON.

Sound of the keys at the door. The door opens. Arnold

enters, and the robot goes inside with the shopping bags.

ARNOLD

...so then he asked me how can

you live from the state and also

be against the state? So you

know, what I told him?
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The robot turns and look at Arnold.

Silence.

ARNOLD

So I told him, how can you

support the state if it doesn’t

support you? got it?

Silence.

ARNOLD

No of course you didn’t, you

stupid binary cocoon.

KITCHEN

The robot goes to the fridge and put the groceries inside.

Arnold grabs a cutting board and a knife.

ARNOLD

I guess it’s time for some Asian

noodles.

Arnold grabs an onion.

The robot pushes him.

ROBOT

Let me do it for you my master.

A knife comes out from The bot’s hands almost cutting

Arnold face, Arnold dodge. The bot cuts the onions very

fast and pieces fly around.

ARNOLD

OK, So I guess I can finally work

on my project.

Arnold puts his computer on the table and an electronic

card next to it.

ENTERANCE DOOR.

Gugi enters the door and puts his tool box on the shelf,

he smells.

GUGI

mmm, it smells damn good around

here.

The robot fries and flips the veggies on the pan.

Arnold holds some cables and talks to the robot

ARNOLD

Tell gugi that...

Gugi sits on his couch.
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The robot approaches Gugi with a plate and beer.

ROBOT

Here is your beer and meal my

master.

You also got a new message from

Arnold:

"The bot was an awesome idea, he

even went shopping with me, and

carried all the bags for me"

GUGI

Huh?

The robot approaches Arnold

ROBOT

You got a new message:

"Huh? we never went shopping

together"

Gugi lies back, and starts chewing, he stops and looks

wierdly on his meal, he pulls a piece of onion from the

plate

GUGI

hmm, Arnold always had the onions

more fried

He continues to chew with an unsatisfied face.

KITCHEN

Arnold is holding a solderer in one hand and a cable in

the other hand. He is trying to concentrate, and tries to

solder. He hits his own hand with the hot solderer and

screams

ARNOLD

Ahhhhhhhhh

The robot approaches Arnold. he pulls a plier from one

hand and a solderer from his other hand.

ROBOT

Let me do it for you, master.

The bot solders very quickly, cable by cable.

ARNOLD

That was quick and perfect!

Gugi eats on his couch his eyes open wide, and he looks

behind with envy.

Then he looks up to remember
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FLASHBACK

Arnold tries to solder cables with his electronic card. He

lays the solderer still working next to some papers, and

wires. He hold the cables and looking closely.

ARNOLD

damn, I missed it again

everything around the solderer suddenly goes into fire.

Arnold gets also on fire and screams like a girl.

Gugi comes from behind with a fire extinguisher, and

sprays it on Arnold

GUGI

Goddamn prick, can’t even solder

a few cables.

Gugi pushes Arnold to the side, grabs the solderer, and

solder the cables quickly

ARNOLD

oh, nice job!

GUGI

So what is this crap anyway?

Arnold lifts the card like the holy grail.

ARNOLD

This little crap is our future,

it will change the world as we

know it, destroy capitalism and

decentrelize the world!

GUGI

and you plan to do that with 2

LEDS connected to a game board?

ARNOLD

hmm, you know what? you just gave

me an idea. maybe I should do it

with 4 LEDS!

KITCHEN

Arnold stands next to the electronic cheap, and thinks.

He looks at the bot

ARNOLD

So what do you think about my

revolutionry project?
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ROBOT

Your cables have been soldered,

my master. mission is complete!

Arnold is covering his head frusturated.

LIVING ROOM

Gugi sits on his couch and watches television, he looks

tired and wasted. still holding a plate with an unfinished

meal.

The robot approaches

GUGI

You can throw it away, it’s crap

The robot opens a door from his belly, and throws the

plate inside.

ROBOT

The food is currently being

processed and turns from compost

into gas. You have just saved 2%

of my energy costs.

You have also a new message, sir.

"Gugi I miss you" (Arnold’s

voice)


